New Book Kit Selection Ballot
Below is a list of Book Kits NOLS is considering adding in 2019. Please vote for up to 8 Fiction titles and up to 6
Non-fiction titles. Please return this ballot to your book group no later than October 13 to be considered.
Please note - this is not the final voting for your book group. Final balloting will be completed in September and October by all groups.
A list of both new and existing kits will be provided with the final ballot.
Longer book descriptions and more information for each title are available below the lists. Titles can also be searched for in the library’s
catalog online.
Suggested titles were reviewed by the Library’s Collection Development Team. New titles that do not have upcoming trade paperback publication
dates will need to be reconsidered for 2020. Please direct any questions to Cheryl Martin at cmartin@nols.org or by phone 360.417.8500 ext. 7760.

Fiction Titles – Please vote for up to 8
Vote

Title

Author

Pub Year

Goodreads Rating

Staff Pick

Alice Network

Kate Quinn

2017

4.26

*

American Marriage, An

Tayari Jones

2018

4.04

*

Another Brooklyn

Jacquelinie Woodson

2016

3.86

Artemis

Andy Weir

2017

3.67

Dark at the Crossing

Elliott Ackerman

2016

3.66

Days Without End

Sebastian Barry

2016

4.01

Did You Ever Have a Family

Bill Clegg

2015

3.8

*

Do Not Say We Have Nothing

Madeleine Thien

2016

4.5

*

Elmet

Fiona Mozley

2017

3.83

Everything Here is Beautiful

Mira T Lee

2018

3.97

Freshwater

Akwaeke Emezi

2018

3.99

Gnomon

Nick Harkaway

2018

3.89

*

Golden Hill

Francis Spafford

2017

3.82

Good Pilot Peter Woodhouse, The

Alexander McCall-Smith

2018

3.88

Great Alone, The

Kristin Hannah

2018

4.35

Home for Unwanted Girls, The

Joanna Goodman

2018

4.22

House of Broken Angels, The

Luis Alberto Urrea

2018

4.05

Immortalists, The

Chloe Benjamin

2018

3.75

In the Midst of Winter

Isabel Allende

2016

3.69

It Ends With Us

Colleen Hoover

2016

4.41

Leavers, The

Lisa Ko

2017

3.86

*

Less

Andrew Sean Greer

2018

3.86

*

Manhattan Beach

Jennifer Egan

2017

3.66

*

Miss Jane

Brad Watson

2016

3.94

Oliver Loving

Stefan Merrill Block

2018

3.39

*

Pachinko

Min Jin Lee

2017

4.27

*

Spaceman of Bohemia

Jaroslav Kalfar

2017

3.86

State of Freedom, A

Neel Mukherjee

2018

3.61

Sympathizer, The

Viet Thanh Nguyen

2015

4

Ninth Hour, The

Alice McDermott

2017

3.64

Throwback Special, The

Chris Bachelder

2016

3.52

We were the lucky ones

Georgia Hunter

2017

4.4

Woman in Cabin 10, The

Ruth Ware

2016

3.68

Women in the Castle, The

Jessica Shattuck

2017

3.88

*
*

Non-Fiction Titles – Please vote for up to 6
Between the World and Me

Ta-Nehisi Coates

2015

Born a Crime

Trevor Noah

2016

Catching Homelessness

Josephine Ensign

2016

Educated

Tara Westover

2018

Girl Who Smiled Beads, The

Clemantine Wamariya

2018

Girl with Seven Names, The

Hyeonseo Lee

2015

Heart is a Shifting Sea, The

Elizabeth Flock

2018

Hidden Life of Trees, The

Peter Wohleben

2016

I’ll Push You

Patrick Gray and Justin Skeesuck

2017

Inner Life of Animals, The

Peter Wohlleben

2017

Into The Magic Shop

James R Doty

2017

Just Mercy

Bryan Stevenson

2014

Killers of the Flower Moon

David Grann

2017

Line Becomes a River, The

Francisco Cantu

2018

Look Alive Out There: essays

Sloane Crosley

2018

Notes on a Foreign Country

Suzy Hansen

2017

Sapiens

Yuval Noah Harari

2015

Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction
Non
Fiction

4.4
4.44

*

3.58
4.49

*

4.23
4.45
3.95

*

4.06

*

4.33

*

3.68

*

4.21
4.61
4.21
3.89
3.8
4.08
4.45

*

New Book Kit Descriptions – Fiction Titles
Alice
Network

Kate Quinn

American
Marriage,
An

Tayari Jones

Another
Brooklyn

Jacquelinie
Woodson

Artemis

Andy Weir

"It's 1947 and American college girl Charlie St. Clair is pregnant, unmarried, and on the verge of being thrown out
of her very proper family. She's also nursing a fervent belief that her beloved French cousin Rose, who
disappeared in Nazi-occupied France during the war, might still be alive somewhere. So when Charlie's family
banishes her to Europe to have her "little problem" take care of, Charlie breaks free and heads to London
determined to find out what happened to the cousin she loves like a sister. In 1915, Eve Gardiner burns to join the
fight against the Germans and unexpectedly gets her chance to serve when she's recruited to work as a spy for the
English. Sent into enemy-occupied France during The Great War, she's trained by the mesmerizing Lili, the "Queen
of Spies", who manages a vast network of secret agents, right under the enemy's nose. Thirty years later, haunted
by the betrayal that ultimately tore apart the Alice Network, Eve spends her days drunk and secluded in her
crumbling London house. Until a young American barges in uttering a name Eve hasn't heard in decades, and
launching them both on a mission to find the truth ...no matter where it leads"-- Provided by publisher.
"Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are the embodiment of both the American Dream and the New South. He is a young
executive, and she is an artist on the brink of an exciting career. But as they settle into the routine of their life
together, they are ripped apart by circumstances neither could have imagined. Roy is arrested and sentenced to
twelve years for a crime Celestial knows he didn't commit. Though fiercely independent, Celestial finds herself
bereft and unmoored, taking comfort in Andre, her childhood friend, and best man at their wedding. As Roy's time
in prison passes, she is unable to hold on to the love that has been her center. After five years, Roy's conviction is
suddenly overturned, and he returns to Atlanta ready to resume their life together."-- Provided by publisher.
For August, running into a long-ago friend sets in motion resonant memories and transports her to a time and a
place she thought she had mislaid: 1970s Brooklyn, where friendship was everything. August, Sylvia, Angela, and
Gigi shared confidences as they ambled their neighborhood streets, a place where the girls believed that they
were amazingly beautiful, brilliantly talented, with a future that belonged to them. But beneath the hopeful
promise there was another Brooklyn, a dangerous place where grown men reached for innocent girls in dark
hallways, where mothers disappeared, where fathers found religion, and where madness was a mere sunset away.
Woodson heartbreakingly illuminates the formative period when a child meets adulthood -- when precious
innocence meets the all-too-real perils of growing up. -- from book jacket.
"Jazz Bashara is a criminal. Well, sort of. Life on Artemis, the first and only city on the moon, is tough if you're not
a rich tourist or an eccentric billionaire. So smuggling in the occasional harmless bit of contraband barely counts,
right? Not when you've got debts to pay and your job as a porter barely covers the rent. Everything changes when
Jazz sees the chance to commit the perfect crime, with a reward too lucrative to turn down. But pulling off the
impossible is just the start of her problems, as she learns that she's stepped square into a conspiracy for control of
Artemis itself -- and that now her only chance at survival lies in a gambit even riskier than the first"--From cover.

Dark at the
Crossing

Elliott
Ackerman

Days
Without End

Sebastian
Barry

Did You Ever
Have a
Family

Bill Clegg

Do Not Say
We Have
Nothing

Madeleine
Thien

Elmet

Fiona
Mozley

"Haris Abadi is a man in search of a cause. An Arab American with a conflicted past, he is now in Turkey,
attempting to cross into Syria and join the fight against Bashar al-Assad's regime. But he is robbed before he can
make it, and is taken in by Amir, a charismatic Syrian refugee and former revolutionary, and Amir's wife, Daphne, a
sophisticated beauty haunted by grief. As it becomes clear that Daphne is also desperate to return to Syria, Haris's
choices become ever more wrenching: Whose side is he really on? Is he a true radical or simply an idealist? And
will he be able to bring meaning to a life of increasing frustration and helplessness?" -- page 4 of cover.
From Sebastian Barry, a two-time finalist for the Man Booker Prize, comes a powerful and unforgettable novel
chronicling a young Irish immigrant's army years in the Indian wars and the American Civil War. Thomas McNulty,
having fled the Great Famine in Ireland and now barely seventeen years old, signs up for the US Army in the 1850s
and with his brother in arms, John Cole, goes to fight in the Indian Wars--against the Sioux and the Yurok--and,
ultimately, in the Civil War. Orphans of terrible hardships themselves, they find these days to be vivid and alive,
despite the horrors they see and are complicit in. Moving from the plains of Wyoming to Tennessee, Sebastian
Barry's latest work is a masterpiece of atmosphere and language. An intensely poignant story of two men and the
makeshift family they create with a young Sioux girl, Winona, Days without End is a fresh and haunting portrait of
the most fateful years in American history and is a novel never to be forgotten.
"On the eve of her daughter's wedding, June Reid's life is completely devastated when a shocking disaster takes
the lives of her daughter, her daughter's fiancé, her ex-husband, and her boyfriend, Luke--her entire family, all
gone in a moment. And June is the only survivor. Alone and directionless, June drives across the country, away
from her small Connecticut town. In her wake, a community emerges, weaving a beautiful and surprising web of
connections through shared heartbreak. From the couple running a motel on the Pacific Ocean where June
eventually settles into a quiet half-life, to the wedding's caterer whose bill has been forgotten, to Luke's mother,
the shattered outcast of the town--everyone touched by the tragedy is changed as truths about their near and far
histories finally come to light" -- provided by publisher.
In a single year, my father left us twice. The first time, to end his marriage, and the second, when he took his own
life. I was ten years old. "Master storyteller Madeleine Thien takes us inside an extended family in China, showing
us the lives of two successive generations--those who lived through Mao's Cultural Revolution and their children,
who became the students protesting in Tiananmen Square. At the center of this epic story are two young women,
Marie and Ai-Ming. Through their relationship Marie strives to piece together the tale of her fractured family in
present-day Vancouver, seeking answers in the fragile layers of their collective story. Her quest will unveil how Kai,
her enigmatic father, a talented pianist, and Ai-Ming's father, the shy and brilliant composer, Sparrow, along with
the violin prodigy Zhuli, were forced to reimagine their artistic and private selves during China's political
campaigns and how their fates reverberate through the years with lasting consequences.
"Cathy and Daniel live in the remote woods of Yorkshire with their gentle brute of a father, a former enforcer who
now wants only to be left alone to raise his children. But when a powerful landowner shows up on their doorstep,
a chain of violent events is set in motion"-- Provided by publisher.

Everything
Here is
Beautiful

Mira T Lee

Freshwater

Akwaeke
Emezi

Gnomon

Nick
Harkaway

Two sisters--Miranda, the older, responsible one, always her younger sister's protector; Lucia, the headstrong,
unpredictable one, whose impulses are huge and, often, life changing. When their mother dies and Lucia starts
hearing voices, it is Miranda who must find a way to reach her sister. But Lucia impetuously plows ahead, marrying
a bighearted, older man only to leave him, suddenly, to have a baby with a young Latino immigrant. She moves
her new family from the States to Ecuador and back again, but the bitter constant is that she is, in fact, mentally ill.
Lucia lives life on a grand scale, until, inevitably, she crashes to earth. Miranda leaves her own self-contained life in
Switzerland to rescue her sister again--but only Lucia can decide whether she wants to be saved. The bonds of
sisterly devotion stretch across oceans--but what does it take to break them? Told in alternating points of
view, Everything Here Is Beautiful is, at its heart, the story of a young woman's quest to find fulfillment and a life
unconstrained by her illness. But it's also an unforgettable, gut-wrenching story of the sacrifices we make to truly
love someone--and when loyalty to one's self must prevail over all.
An extraordinary debut novel, Freshwater explores the surreal experience of having a fractured self. It centers
around a young Nigerian woman, Ada, who develops separate selves within her as a result of being born "with one
foot on the other side." Unsettling, heart wrenching, dark, and powerful, Freshwater is a sharp evocation of a rare
way of experiencing the world, one that illuminates how we all construct our identities. Ada begins her life in the
south of Nigeria as a troubled baby and a source of deep concern to her family. Her parents, Saul and Saachi,
successfully prayed her into existence, but as she grows into a volatile and splintered child, it becomes clear that
something went terribly awry. When Ada comes of age and moves to America for college, the group of selves
within her grows in power and agency. A traumatic assault leads to a crystallization of her alternate selves:
Asụghara and Saint Vincent. As Ada fades into the background of her own mind and these selves, now protective,
now hedonistic, move into control, Ada's life spirals in a dark and dangerous direction. Narrated from the
perspective of the various selves within Ada, and based in the author's realities, Freshwater explores the
metaphysics of identity and mental health, plunging the reader into the mystery of being and self.
"In the world of Gnomon, citizens are ceaselessly observed and democracy has reached a pinnacle of
"transparency." When suspected dissident Diana Hunter dies in government custody during a routine
interrogation, Mielikki Neith, a trusted state inspector, is assigned to the case. Immersing herself in neural
recordings of the interrogation, she finds a panorama of characters and events that Hunter gave life to in order to
forestall the investigation: a lovelorn financier in Athens who has a mystical experience with a shark; a brilliant
alchemist in ancient Carthage confronting the unexpected outcome of her invention; an expat Ethiopian painter in
London designing a controversial new video game. In the static between these mysterious visions, Neith begins to
catch glimpses of the real Diana Hunter--and, alarmingly, of herself, the staggering consequences of which will
reverberate throughout the world. Gnomon is a dazzling, panoramic achievement from one of the most original
voices in contemporary fiction"-- Provided by publisher.

Golden Hill

Francis
Spafford

Good Pilot
Peter
Woodhouse,
The

Alexander
McCallSmith

Great Alone,
The

Kristin
Hannah

Home for
Unwanted
Girls, The

Joanna
Goodman

"New York, a small town on the tip of Manhattan island, 1746. One rainy evening in November, a handsome
young stranger fresh off the boat arrives at a counting house door on Golden Hill Street: this is Mr. Smith, amiable,
charming, yet strangely determined to keep suspicion shimmering. For in his pocket, he has what seems to be an
order for a thousand pounds, a huge sum, and he won't explain why, or where he comes from, or what he is
planning to do in the colonies that requires so much money. Should the New York merchants trust him? Should
they risk their credit and refuse to pay? Should they befriend him, seduce him, arrest him; maybe even kill him?
Rich in language and historical perception, yet compulsively readable, Golden Hill is a story "taut with twists and
turns" that "keeps you gripped until its tour-de-force conclusion" (The Times, London). Spufford paints an
irresistible picture of a New York provokingly different from its later metropolitan self but already entirely a place
where a young man with a fast tongue can invent himself afresh, fall in love--and find a world of trouble"-Provided by publisher.
"A heartwarming tale of hope and friendship set during World War II, in which a British farm girl, an American
pilot, and a German soldier are brought together by an unlikely hero: a (very cute) border collie. Val Eliot, a land
girl working on an English farm during the war, finds herself in charge of protecting a rescued border collie named
Peter Woodhouse from the owner who mistreated him. When Val meets Mike, an American Air Force pilot
stationed nearby, she realizes that the safest place for the little dog is alongside Mike at the base. With the love
and attention of the pilots, Peter Woodhouse becomes Dog First Class, the mascot of the U.S. Air Force, boldly
accompanying the officers on their missions--until a disaster jeopardizes the future of them all. It is then that Peter
Woodhouse brings Ubi, a German corporal, into their orbit, sparking a friendship that comes at great risk, but
carries the richest of rewards"-- Provided by publisher.
Lenora Allbright is 13 when her father convinces her mother, Cora, to forgo their inauspicious existence in Seattle
and move to Kaneq, AK. It's 1974, and the former Vietnam POW sees a better future away from the noise and
nightmares that plague him. Having been left a homestead by a buddy who died in the war, Ernt is secure in his
beliefs, but never was a family less prepared for the reality of Alaska, the long, cold winters and isolation. Locals
want to help out, especially classmate Matthew Walker, who likes everything about Leni. Yet the harsh conditions
bring out the worst in Ernt, whose paranoia takes over their lives and exacerbates what Leni sees as the toxic
relationship between her parents. The Allbrights are as green as greenhorns can be, and even first love must
endure unimaginable hardship and tragedy as the wilderness tries to claim more victims.
In 1950s Quebec, French and English tolerate each other with precarious civility--much like Maggie Hughes'
parents. Maggie's English-speaking father has ambitions for his daughter that don't include marriage to the poor
French boy the next farm over. But Maggie's heart is captured by Gabriel Phénix. When she becomes pregnant at
fifteen, her parents send the baby Elodie to an orphanage where she receives horrible treatment. Seventeen years
later, Maggie, married to a businessman eager to start a family, cannot forget the daughter she was forced to
abandon, and a chance reconnection with Gabriel spurs a wrenching choice. As time passes, the stories of Maggie
and Elodie intertwine but never touch, until Maggie realizes she must take what she wants from life and go in
search of her long-lost daughter, finally reclaiming the truth that has been denied them both.

House of
Broken
Angels, The

Luis Alberto
Urrea

Immortalists
, The

Chloe
Benjamin

In the Midst
of Winter

Isabel
Allende

It Ends With
Us

Colleen
Hoover

"In his final days, beloved and ailing patriarch Miguel Angel de La Cruz, affectionately called Big Angel, has
summoned his entire clan for one last legendary birthday party. But as the party approaches, his mother, nearly
one hundred, dies herself, leading to a farewell doubleheader in a single weekend. Among the guests is Big Angel's
half-brother, known as Little Angel, who must reckon with the truth that although he shares a father with his
siblings, he has not, as a half gringo, shared a life ... The story of the de La Cruzes is the quintessential American
story. This indelible portrait of a complex family reminds us of what it means to be the first generation and to live
two lives across one border."-- From the publisher.
It's 1969 in New York City's Lower East Side, and word has spread of the arrival of a mystical woman, a traveling
psychic who claims to be able to tell anyone the day they will die. The Gold children--four adolescents on the cusp
of self-awareness--sneak out to hear their fortunes. Their prophecies inform their next five decades. Golden-boy
Simon escapes to the West Coast, searching for love in '80s San Francisco; dreamy Klara becomes a Las Vegas
magician, obsessed with blurring reality and fantasy; eldest son Daniel seeks security as an army doctor post-9/11,
hoping to control fate; and bookish Varya throws herself into longevity research, where she tests the boundary
between science and immortality. The Immortalists probes the line between destiny and choice, reality and
illusion, this world and the next. It is a deeply moving testament to the power of story, the nature of belief,
and the unrelenting pull of familial bonds.
"In the Midst of Winter begins with a minor traffic accident--which becomes the catalyst for an unexpected and
moving love story between two people who thought they were deep into the winter of their lives. Richard
Bowmaster--a 60-year-old human rights scholar--hits the car of Evelyn Ortega--a young, undocumented immigrant
from Guatemala--in the middle of a snowstorm in Brooklyn. What at first seems just a small inconvenience takes
an unforeseen and far more serious turn when Evelyn turns up at the professor's house seeking help. At a loss, the
professor asks his tenant Lucia Maraz--a 62-year-old lecturer from Chile--for her advice. “ -- Provided by publisher.
"Sometimes it is the one who loves you who hurts you the most. Lily hasn't always had it easy, but that's never
stopped her from working hard for the life she wants. She's come a long way from the small town in Maine where
she grew up--she graduated from college, moved to Boston, and started her own business. So when she feels a
spark with a gorgeous neurosurgeon named Ryle Kincaid, everything in Lily's life suddenly seems almost too good
to be true. Ryle is assertive, stubborn, may be even a little arrogant. He's also sensitive, brilliant, and has a total
soft spot for Lily. And the way he looks in scrubs certainly doesn't hurt. Lily can't get him out of her head. But
Ryle's complete aversion to relationships is disturbing. Even as Lily finds herself becoming the exception to his "no
dating" rule, she can't help but wonder what made him that way in the first place. As questions about her new
relationship overwhelm her, so do thoughts of Atlas Corrigan--her first love and a link to the past she left behind.
He was her kindred spirit, her protector. When Atlas suddenly reappears, everything Lily has built with Ryle is
threatened. With this bold and deeply personal novel, Colleen Hoover delivers a heart-wrenching story that breaks
exciting new ground for her as a writer. Combining a captivating romance with a cast of all-too-human characters,
It Ends With Us is an unforgettable tale of love that comes at the ultimate price"-- Provided by publisher.

Leavers, The

Lisa Ko

"One morning, Deming Guo's mother, an undocumented Chinese immigrant named Polly, goes to her job
at the nail salon and never comes home. With his mother gone, eleven-year-old Deming is left with no one to care
for him. He is eventually adopted by two white college professors who move him from the Bronx to a small town
upstate. Set in New York and China, the Leavers is the story of how one boy comes into his own when everything
he's loved has been taken away--and how a mother learns to live with the mistakes of her past"-- Provided by
publisher.

Less

Andrew
Sean Greer

Who says you can't run away from your problems? You are a failed novelist about to turn fifty. A wedding
invitation arrives in the mail: your boyfriend of the past nine years is engaged to someone else. You can't say yes-it would be too awkward--and you can't say no--it would look like defeat. On your desk are a series of invitations
to half-baked literary events around the world. QUESTION: How do you arrange to skip town? ANSWER: You
accept them all. What would possibly go wrong? Arthur Less will almost fall in love in Paris, almost fall to his death
in Berlin, barely escape to a Moroccan ski chalet from a Saharan sandstorm, accidentally book himself as the (only)
writer-in-residence at a Christian Retreat Center in Southern India, and encounter, on a desert island in the
Arabian Sea, the last person on Earth he wants to face. Somewhere in there: he will turn fifty. Through it all, there
is his first love. And there is his last. Because, despite all these mishaps, missteps, misunderstandings and
mistakes, Less is, above all, a love story.

Manhattan
Beach

Jennifer
Egan

Miss Jane

Brad
Watson

Anna Kerrigan, nearly twelve years old, accompanies her father to the house of Dexter Styles, a man who, she
gleans, is crucial to the survival of her father and her family. Years later, her father has disappeared and the
country is at war. Anna works at the Brooklyn Naval Yard, where women are allowed to hold jobs that had always
belonged to men. She becomes the first female diver, the most dangerous and exclusive of occupations, repairing
the ships that will help America win the war. She is the sole provider for her mother, a farm girl who had a brief
and glamorous career with the Ziegfeld Follies, and her lovely, severely disabled sister. At a nightclub, she chances
to meet Dexter Styles again, and she begins to understand the complexity of her father's life, the reasons he might
have vanished.
"Astonishing prose brings to life a forgotten woman and a lost world in a strange and bittersweet Southern
pastoral. Since his award-winning debut collection of stories, Last Days of the Dog-Men, Brad Watson has been
expanding the literary traditions of the South, in work as melancholy, witty, strange, and lovely as any in America.
Inspired by the true story of his own great-aunt, he explores the life of Miss Jane Chisolm, born in rural, earlytwentieth-century Mississippi with a genital birth defect that would stand in the way of the central "uses" for a
woman in that time and place--namely, sex and marriage. From the country doctor who adopts Jane to the hard
tactile labor of farm life, from the highly erotic world of nature around her to the boy who loved but was forced to
leave her, the world of Miss Jane Chisolm is anything but barren. Free to satisfy only herself, she mesmerizes those
around her, exerting an unearthly fascination that lives beyond her still"--Provided by publisher.

Oliver Loving Stefan
One warm, West Texas November night, a shy boy named Oliver Loving joins his classmates at Bliss County Day
Merrill Block School's annual dance, hoping for a glimpse of the object of his unrequited affections, an enigmatic Junior named
Rebekkah Sterling. But as the music plays, a troubled young man sneaks in through the school's back door. The
dire choices this man makes that evening--and the unspoken story he carries--will tear the town of Bliss, Texas
apart. Nearly ten years later, Oliver Loving still lies wordless and paralyzed at Crockett State Assisted Care Facility,
the fate of his mind unclear. Orbiting the still point of Oliver's hospital bed is a family
transformed: Oliver's mother, Eve, who keeps desperate vigil; Oliver's brother, Charlie, who has fled for New York
City only to discover he cannot escape the gravity of his shattered family; Oliver's father, Jed, who tries to erase
his memories with bourbon. And then there is Rebekkah Sterling, Oliver's teenage love, who left Texas long ago
and still refuses to speak about her own part in that tragic night. When a new medical test promises a key to
unlock Oliver's trapped mind, the town's unanswered questions resurface with new urgency, as Oliver's doctors
and his family fight for a way for Oliver to finally communicate--and so also to tell the truth of what really
happened that fateful night.
Pachinko
Min Jin Lee
Pachinko follows one Korean family through the generations, beginning in early 1900s Korea with Sunja, the prized
daughter of a poor yet proud family, whose unplanned pregnancy threatens to shame them all. Deserted by her
lover, Sunja is saved when a young tubercular minister offers to marry and bring her to Japan. So begins a
sweeping saga of an exceptional family in exile from its homeland and caught in the indifferent arc of history.
Through desperate struggles and hard-won triumphs, its members are bound together by deep roots as they face
enduring questions of faith, family, and identity.
Spaceman of Jaroslav
Bohemia
Kalfar

An intergalactic odyssey of love, ambition, and self-discovery. Orphaned as a boy, raised in the Czech countryside
by his doting grandparents, Jakub Prochazka has risen from small-time scientist to become the country's first
astronaut. When a dangerous solo mission to Venus offers him both the chance at heroism he's dreamt of, and a
way to atone for his father's sins as a Communist informer, he ventures boldly into the vast unknown. But in so
doing, he leaves behind his devoted wife, Lenka, whose love, he realizes too late, he has sacrificed on the altar of
his ambitions. Alone in Deep Space, Jakub discovers a possibly imaginary giant alien spider, who becomes his
unlikely companion. Over philosophical conversations about the nature of love, life, and death, and the
deliciousness of bacon, the pair form an intense and emotional bond. Will it be enough to see Jakub through a
clash with secret Russian rivals and return him safely to Earth for a second chance with Lenka?

State of
Freedom, A

What happens when one attempts to exchange the life one is given for something better? Can we transform the
possibilities we are born into?--Set in contemporary India and moving between the reality of this world and the
shadow of another, this novel of multiple narratives--formally daring, fierce, but full of pity--delivers a devastating
and haunting exploration of the unquenchable human urge to strive for a different life.

Neel
Mukherjee

Swing time

Zadie Smith

"Two brown girls dream of being dancers--but only one, Tracey, has talent. The other has ideas: about rhythm and
time, about black bodies and black music, what constitutes a tribe, or makes a person truly free. It's a close but
complicated childhood friendship that ends abruptly in their early twenties, never to be revisited, but never quite
forgotten, either. Tracey makes it to the chorus line but struggles with adult life, while her friend leaves the old
neighborhood behind, traveling the world as an assistant to a famous singer, Aimee, observing close up how the
one percent live. But when Aimee develops grand philanthropic ambitions, the story moves from London to West
Africa, where diaspora tourists travel back in time to find their roots, young men risk their lives to escape into a
different future, the women dance just like Tracey--the same twists, the same shakes--and the origins of a
profound inequality are not a matter of distant history, but a present dance to the music of time"-- Provided by
publisher.

Sympathizer, Viet Thanh
The
Nguyen

Pulitzer Prize winning novel that follows a Viet Cong agent as he spies on a South Vietnamese army general and
his compatriots as they start a new life in 1975 Los Angeles.

Ninth Hour,
The

Alice
McDermott

A portrait of the Irish-American experience in the 1940s and 1950s, by the National Book Award-winning author.
On a dim winter afternoon, a young Irish immigrant opens the gas taps in his Brooklyn tenement. He is determined
to prove--to the subway bosses who have recently fired him, to his badgering, pregnant wife--"that the hours of
his life belong to himself alone." In the aftermath of the fire that follows, Sister St. Savior, an aging nun, a Little
Sister of the Sick Poor, appears, unbidden, to direct the way forward for his widow and his unborn child. In
Catholic Brooklyn, in the early part of the twentieth century, decorum, superstition, and shame collude to
erase the man's brief existence, and yet his suicide, although never spoken of, reverberates through many lives-testing the limits and the demands of love and sacrifice, of forgiveness and forgetfulness, even through multiple
generations.

Throwback
Special, The

Chris
Bachelder

The Throwback Special is the story of twenty-two ordinary guys who gather each fall to reenact what ESPN has
called "the most shocking play in NFL history": the November 1985 play in which Joe Theismann
of the Washington Redskins had his leg horribly broken by Lawrence Taylor of the New York Giants on Monday
Night Football. (The play was known by the Redskins as "the Throwback Special.") Over the course of a weekend
we follow the men as they choose roles; spend a long night of the soul revealing their secret hopes, fears, and
passions as they prepare for the game; and finally enact their strange and yet oh-so-American ritual for what may
be the last time. With his trademark "microfine sense of humor and tragic sense of history" (Michael Chabon),
Chris Bachelder fills his moving and very funny tale with pitch-perfect observations about manhood, marriage, and
middle age.

We were the
lucky ones

Georgia
Hunter

Woman in
Cabin 10,
The

Ruth Ware

Women in
the Castle,
The

Jessica
Shattuck

An extraordinary, propulsive novel based on the true story of a family of Polish Jews who scatter at the start
of the Second World War, determined to survive, and to reunite. It is the spring of 1939, and three generations
of the Kurc family are doing their best to live normal lives, even as the shadow of war grows ever closer. The talk
around the family Seder table is of new babies and budding romance, not of the increasing hardships facing Jews
in their hometown of Radom, Poland. But soon the horrors overtaking Europe will become inescapable
and the Kurc family will be flung to the far corners of the earth, each desperately trying to chart his or her own
path toward safety. As one sibling is forced into exile, another attempts to flee the continent, while others
struggle to escape certain death by working endless hours on empty stomachs in the factories of the ghetto or by
hiding as gentiles in plain sight. Driven by an extraordinary will to survive and by the fear that they may never see
each other again, the Kurcs must rely on hope, ingenuity, and inner strength to persevere.
In this tightly wound, enthralling story reminiscent of Agatha Christie's works, Lo Blacklock, a journalist who writes
for a travel magazine, has just been given the assignment of a lifetime: a week on a luxury cruise with only a
handful of cabins. The sky is clear, the waters calm, and the veneered, select guests jovial as the exclusive cruise
ship, the Aurora, begins her voyage in the picturesque North Sea. At first, Lo's stay is nothing but
pleasant: the cabins are plush, the dinner parties are sparkling, and the guests are elegant. But as the week wears
on, frigid winds whip the deck, gray skies fall, and Lo witnesses what she can only describe as a dark and terrifying
nightmare: a woman being thrown overboard. The problem? All passengers remain accounted for--and so,
the ship sails on as if nothing has happened, despite Lo's desperate attempts to convey that something (or
someone) has gone terribly, terribly wrong
Amid the ashes of Nazi Germany's defeat, Marianne von Lingenfels returns to the once-grand castle of her
husband's ancestors, an imposing stone fortress now fallen into ruin following years of war. The widow of a
resister murdered in the failed July 20, 1944, plot to assassinate Adolf Hitler, Marianne plans to
uphold the promise she made to her husband's brave conspirators: to find and protect their wives, her fellow
resistance widows. First Marianne rescues six-year-old Martin, the son of her dearest childhood friend, from a Nazi
reeducation home. Together, they make their way across the smoldering wreckage of their homeland to Berlin,
where Martin's mother, the beautiful and naive Benita, has fallen into the hands of occupying Red Army soldiers.
Then she locates Ania, another resister's wife, and her two boys, now refugees languishing in one of the many
camps that house the millions displaced by the war. As Marianne assembles this makeshift family from the ruins of
her husband's resistance movement, she is certain their shared pain and circumstances will hold them together.
But she quickly discovers that the black-and-white, highly principled world of her privileged past has become
infinitely more complicated, filled with secrets and dark passions that threaten to tear them apart. Eventually, all
three women must come to terms with the choices that have defined their lives before, during, and after the war - each with their own unique share of challenges.

New Book Kit Descriptions – Non Fiction Titles
Between
the World
and Me

Ta-Nehisi
Coates

Born a
Crime

Trevor Noah

Catching
Homelessn
ess

Josephine
Ensign

Educated

Tara
Westover

"For Ta-Nehisi Coates, history has always been personal. At every stage of his life, he's sought in his explorations of
history answers to the mysteries that surrounded him--most urgently, why he, and other black people he knew,
seemed to live in fear ... In [this book], Coates takes readers along on his journey through America's history of
race and its contemporary resonances through a series of awakenings--moments when he discovered some new
truth about our long, tangled history of race, whether through his myth-busting professors at Howard University, a
trip to a Civil War battlefield with a rogue historian, a journey to Chicago's South Side to visit aging survivors of 20th
century America's 'long war on black people,' or a visit with the mother of a beloved friend who was shot down
by the police"-- Provided by publisher.
Noah's path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily Show began with a criminal act: his
birth. Born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother, at the time such a union was punishable by five years
in prison. As he struggles to find himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist, his mother is determined
to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life. With an
incisive wit and unflinching honesty, Noah weaves together a moving yet searingly funny portrait of a boy making
his way through a damaged world in a dangerous time.
At the beginning of the homelessness epidemic in the 1980s, Josephine Ensign was a young, white, Southern,
Christian wife, mother, and nurse running a new medical clinic for the homeless in the heart of the South. Through
her work and intense relationships with patients and co-workers, her worldview was shattered, and after losing her
job, family, and house, she became homeless herself. She reconstructed her life with altered views on
homelessness—and on the health care system. In Catching Homelessness, Ensign reflects on how this work has
changed her and how her work has changed through the experience of being homeless—providing a piercing look
at the homelessness industry, nursing, and our country’s health care safety net. - (Ingram Publishing Services)
"Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Born to survivalists in the mountains of
Idaho, she prepared for the end of the world by stockpiling home-canned peaches and sleeping with her "head-forthe-hills bag." In the summer she stewed herbs for her mother, a midwife and healer, and in the winter she
salvaged in her father's junkyard. The family was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to
ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara's older brothers became
violent. As a way out, Tara began to educate herself, learning enough mathematics and grammar to be admitted to
Brigham Young University. Her quest for knowledge would transform her, taking her over oceans and across
continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge. Only then would she wonder if she'd traveled too far, if there was still a
way home. With the acute insight that distinguishes all great writers, Tara Westover has crafted a universal comingof-age story that gets to the heart of what an education offers: the perspective to see one's life through new eyes,
and the will to change it."--Provided by publisher.

Girl Who
Smiled
Beads, The

Clemantine
Wamariya

"Clemantine Wamariya was six years old when her mother and father began to speak in whispers, when neighbors
began to disappear, and when she heard the loud, ugly sounds her brother said were thunder. It was 1994, and in
100 days more than 800,000 people would be murdered in Rwanda and millions more displaced. Clemantine and
her fifteen-year-old sister, Claire, ran and spent the next six years wandering through seven African countries
searching for safety. They did not know whether their parents were alive. At age twelve, Clemantine and Claire
were granted asylum in the United States. Raw, urgent, yet disarmingly beautiful, this book captures the true costs
and aftershocks of war: what is forever lost, what can be repaired, the fragility and importance of memory. A
riveting story of dislocation, survival."-- Provided by the publisher."

Girl with
Seven
Names,
The

Hyeonseo
Lee

As a child growing up in North Korea, Hyeonseo Lee was one of millions trapped by a secretive and brutal
communist regime. Her home on the border with China gave her some exposure to the world beyond the confines
of the Hermit Kingdom and, as the famine of the 1990s struck, she began to wonder, question and to realize that
she had been brainwashed her entire life. Given the repression, poverty and starvation she witnessed surely her
country could not be, as she had been told "the best on the planet"? Aged seventeen, she decided to escape North
Korea. She could not have imagined that it would be twelve years before she was reunited with her family. She
could not return, since rumors of her escape were spreading, and she and her family could incur the punishments
of the government authorities--involving imprisonment, torture, and possible public execution. Hyeonseo instead
remained in China and rapidly learned Chinese in an effort to adapt and survive. Twelve years and two lifetimes
later, she would return to the North Korean border in a daring mission to spirit her mother and brother to South
Korea, on one of the most arduous, costly and dangerous journeys imaginable.

Heart is a
Shifting
Sea, The

Elizabeth
Flock

The Heart Is a Shifting Sea introduces three couples whose relationships illuminate these sweeping cultural shifts in
dramatic ways: Veer and Maya, a forward-thinking professional couple whose union is tested by Maya's desire for
independence; Shahzad and Sabeena, whose desperation for a child becomes entwined with the changing face of
Islam; and Ashok and Parvati, whose arranged marriage, made possible by an online matchmaker, blossoms into
true love. Though these three middle-class couples are at different stages in their lives and come from diverse
religious backgrounds, their stories build on one another to present a layered, nuanced, and fascinating mosaic
of the universal challenges, possibilities, and promise of matrimony in its present state.

Hidden Life
of Trees,
The

Peter
Wohlleben

How do trees live? Do they feel pain, or have awareness of their surroundings? Research is now suggesting trees are
capable of much more than we have ever known. In The Hidden Life of Trees, forester Peter Wohlleben puts
groundbreaking scientific discoveries into a language everyone can relate to. In The Hidden Life of Trees, Peter
Wohlleben shares his deep love of woods and forests and explains the amazing processes of life, death, and
regeneration he has observed in the woodland and the amazing scientific processes behind the wonders of which
we are blissfully unaware

I’ll Push
You

Patrick Gray
and Justin
Skeesuck

Two best friends, 500 miles, one wheelchair, and the challenge of a lifetime. Friendship takes on new meaning in
this true story of Justin and Patrick, born less than two days apart in the same hospital. Best friends their whole
lives, they grew up together, went to school together, and were best man in each other's weddings. When Justin
was diagnosed with a neuromuscular disease that robbed him of the use of his arms and legs, Patrick was there,
helping to feed and care for him in ways he'd never imagined. Determined to live life to the fullest, the friends
refused to give into despair or let physical limitations control what was possible for Justin. So when Justin heard
about the Camino de Santiago, a 500-mile trek through Spain, he wondered aloud to Patrick whether the two of
them could ever do it. Patrick's immediate response was: "I'll push you." I'll Push You is the real-life story of this
incredible journey. A travel adventure full of love, humor, and spiritual truth, it exemplifies what every friendship is
meant to be and shows what it means to never find yourself alone. You'll discover how love and faith can push past
all limits and make us the best versions of ourselves.

Inner Life
of Animals,
The

Peter
Wohlleben

"Through vivid stories of devoted pigs, two-timing magpies, and scheming
roosters, The Inner Life of Animals weaves Peter Wohlleben's wealth of personal experience observing nature in
forests and fields with the latest scientific research into how animals interact with the world. Horses feel shame,
deer grieve, and goats discipline their kids. Ravens call their friends by name, rats regret bad choices, and butterflies
choose the very best places for their children to grow up. Peter Wohlleben follows the hugely
successful The Hidden Life of Trees with insightful stories into the emotions, thoughts, and
intelligence of animals around us. Animals are different from us in amazing ways--and they are also much closer to
us than we ever would have thought."--Dust jacket flap.

Into The
Magic
Shop

James R
Doty

With an alcoholic father and a depressed mother Doty's life was at a dead end when, at age twelve, he
wandered into a magic shop looking for a plastic thumb. Instead he met Ruth, who taught him a series of exercises
to ease his own suffering and manifest his greatest desires. She gave him his first glimpse of the unique relationship
between the brain and the heart. Part memoir, part science, part inspiration, and part practical instruction, Doty
shows us how we can fundamentally change our lives by first changing our brains and our hearts.

Just Mercy

Bryan
Stevenson

A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix our broken system of
justice--from one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer when
he founded the Equal Justice Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending those most desperate and in need:
the poor, the wrongly condemned, and women and children trapped in the farthest reaches of our criminal justice
system...

Killers of
the Flower
Moon

David Grann

In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage Indian Nation in Oklahoma.
After oil was discovered beneath their land, the Osage rode in chauffeured automobiles, built mansions, and sent
their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, they began to be killed off. One Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart,
watched as her family was murdered. Her older sister was shot. Her mother was then slowly poisoned. And it was
just the beginning, as more Osage began to die under mysterious circumstances. In this last remnant of the Wild
West--where oilmen like J. P. Getty made their fortunes and where desperadoes such as Al Spencer, "the Phantom
Terror," roamed - virtually anyone who dared to investigate the killings were themselves murdered. As the death
toll surpassed more than twenty-four Osage, the newly created F.B.I. took up the case, in what became
one of the organization's first major homicide investigations. But the bureau was then notoriously corrupt and
initially bungled the case. Eventually the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former Texas Ranger named
Tom White to try unravel the mystery. White put together an undercover team, including one of the only Native
American agents in the bureau. They infiltrated the region, struggling to adopt the latest modern
techniques of detection. Together with the Osage they began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in
American history.

Line
Becomes a
River, The

Francisco
Cantu

"For Francisco Cantú the border is in the blood: his mother, a park ranger and daughter of a Mexican immigrant,
raised him in the scrublands of the Southwest. Haunted by the landscape of his youth, Cantú joins the Border Patrol.
He and his partners are posted to remote regions crisscrossed by drug routes and smuggling corridors, where they
learn to track other humans under blistering sun and through frigid nights. They haul in the dead and deliver to
detention those they find alive. Cantú tries not to think where the stories go from there. Plagued by nightmares, he
abandons the Patrol for civilian life. But when an immigrant friend travels to Mexico to visit his dying mother and
does not return, Cantú discovers that the border has migrated with him, and now he must know the whole story.
Searing and unforgettable, The Line Becomes a River makes urgent and personal the violence our border wreaks on
both sides of the line"-- Provided by publisher.

Look Alive
Out There:
essays

Sloane
Crosley

In Look Alive Out There, whether it's scaling active volcanoes, crashing shivas, playing herself on Gossip Girl,
befriending swingers, or squinting down the barrel of the fertility gun, Crosley continues to rise to the occasion with
unmatchable nerve and electric one-liners. And as her subjects become more serious, her essays deliver not just
laughs but lasting emotional heft and insight. Crosley has taken up the gauntlets thrown by her predecessors-Dorothy Parker, Nora Ephron, David Sedaris--and crafted something rare, affecting, and true.
Look Alive Out There arrives on the tenth anniversary of I Was Told There'd be Cake, and Crosley's essays have
managed to grow simultaneously more sophisticated and even funnier. And yet she's still very much herself, and it's
great to have her back--and not a moment too soon (or late, for that matter).

Notes on a
Foreign
Country

Suzy Hansen

In the wake of the September 11 attacks and the U.S. led invasion of Iraq, Suzy Hansen, who grew up in an insular
conservative town in New Jersey, was enjoying early success as a journalist for a high-profile New York newspaper.
Increasingly, though, the disconnect between the chaos of world events and the response at home took on pressing
urgency for her. Seeking to understand the Muslim world that had been reduced to scaremongering headlines, she
moved to Istanbul. Hansen arrived there with romantic ideas about a mythical city perched between East and West,
and with a naive sense of the Islamic world beyond. Over the course of her many years of living in Turkey and
traveling throughout Greece, Egypt, Afghanistan, and Iran, she learned a great deal about these countries and their
cultures, histories, and politics. But the greatest, most unsettling surprise would be what she learned about her
own country - and herself, an American abroad in the era of America's decline. It would take leaving her home to
discover what she came to think of as the two Americas: the country and its people, and the experience of
American power around the world.

Sapiens

Yuval Noah
Harari

One hundred thousand years ago, at least six different species of humans inhabited Earth. Yet today there is only
one--homo sapiens. What happened to the others? And what may happen to us? Most books about the history of
humanity pursue either a historical or a biological approach, but Dr. Yuval Noah Harari breaks the mold with this
highly original book that begins about 70,000 years ago with the appearance of modern cognition. From examining
the role evolving humans have played in the global ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, Sapiens integrates
history and science to reconsider accepted narratives, connect past developments with contemporary concerns,
and examine specific events within the context of larger ideas. Dr. Harari also compels us to look ahead, because
over the last few decades humans have begun to bend laws of natural selection that have governed life for the past
four billion years. We are acquiring the ability to design not only the world around us, but also ourselves. Where is
this leading us, and what do we want to become?

